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QoS Testing and Symbolic Techniques for Composite Web Service

ABSTRACT: Quality of Service (QoS) plays an important role for the success of Web services. Both service clients and
providers need techniques and methods to evaluate the quality of services. This paper presents a novel approach in the QoS
testing of Web service composition. Our method aims to automatically test QoS of Web services in different scenarios of use in
the composition. We use symbolic system as a specification to allow the tester to differentiate operations behaviours. Then we
prepare a set of test cases per operation, by injecting specific values and we reconstruct the final traces with the observed
reactions to conclude their conformance against the IUT using the ioco relation.
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1. Introduction

The hype surrounding Web services has reached considerable proportions. That is not surprising due to the level of autonomy
and distribution they provide. More particularly, Web services allow composition mechanism as a complete process of creating
new service by combining a set of available services to offer complex functionalities. Therefore, to trust these compositions in
an environment like the Cloud, Web services need to behave correctly in order to ensure adequate level of quality. Testing QoS
for composite Web services is a complex issue compared to the test of single Web services and requiring additional validation
and verification efforts due to the dynamic aspect during execution. We focus, in this paper, on testing the non-functional
aspects (e.g., response time and availability) of Web services involved in composition. We propose an approach to test QoS of
the basic Web service functionality in different scenarios of use in the composition. Indeed, various QoS testing methods
concerning Web services have been proposed [1], [8], [9] and [10]. Most of them resume Web service QoS, in the QoS of its
operations. This assumption makes the testing process easier to execute and observe bugs since it’s not adapted for composite
Web service. Indeed, in the composition context and since the invocation of an operation can trigger multiple interaction
processes, to check QoS we need to test different scenarios of use of the operation. Our approach aims to automatically test
Web services operations included in the composition by taking into account potential scenarios of use for each operation. First,
we consider a symbolic specification as an entry which models the composite Web service behaviour. From this specification
we derive symbolic execution tree that characterizes the execution paths followed during the symbolic execution. Therefore, we
decompose the symbolic execution tree into a set of sub-trees per operation. The advantage of this decomposition is to
automatically derive useful subspecification which aims to target the test of some implementation parts in order to allow the
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tester to differentiate operations behaviours. From each sub-specification we define a canonical tester as a completed sub-
specification with incorrect behaviours which is used to analyze the implementation traces to detect violation of QoS. To test the
QoS parameters, we augment the canonical tester, with QoS rules modeled in Nomad language [Nomad]. Indeed, these rules give
more information about the operations also constitute completelyspecified model by enabling inputs and outputs related to QoS
property. Then we prepare a set of test cases per operation, by injecting a specific values and we reconstruct the final traces
with the observed reactions to conclude their conformance against the IUT using the ioco relation [11].

This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we define both Web service and composition modelling. Section III provides
an overview on some related works about QoS testing for Web service. We describe QoS testing in Section IV and define nomad
rules used for testing. In Section V, we detail our testing method: the transformation of the specification to symbolic execution
tree, sub-specifications generation and the canonical tester. We also give an overview of the ioco relation by showing the test
case execution. Finally Section VI concludes with some perspectives.

2. Web Service Conposition

2.1 Web Service Composition Modelling
A composite Web service is a collection of single Web services that form a new service with more complex functionality. To
describe and formalize this composition, several models e.g., OWL-S, WS-CDL, UML, BPEL, Petri nets.., have been proposed.
STSs (Symbolic Transition Systems [6]) have also been used with different methods to describe service compositions where no
assumption is set on the composition style. Moreover, the STS formalism offers a large formal background (definitions of
implementation relations, test case generation algorithms, etc.). So, we base our choice, in this paper, on this latter to model Web
service composition.

STS is an extended automaton model which associates a behaviour with a specification composed of transitions labelled by
actions and of internal/external variables sets, which may be used to send or receive concrete values and to set guards which
must be satisfied to fire transitions. Below, we only summarize the STS definition where the lack of observation (quiescence) is
taken into account with the δ symbol. The complete definition can be found in [6].

Definition 1 - STS
A (suspension) Symbolic Transition System STS is a tuple < L, l0,Var, var0, I, S, → >, composed of symbols S = SI ∪ S_O : inputs,
beginning with “?” are provided to the system, while outputs, (beginning with “!”) are observed from it. An STS is composed of
a variable set Var, initialized by var0. Each transition (li, lj, s, ϕ, ρ) ∈ → from the state li to lj, labeled by the symbol s, may update
variables with ρ and may have a guard ϕ  on Var, which must be satisfied to fire the transition. Furthermore, we denote (x1, ..., xn)
 ϕ, the satisfaction of the guard ϕ according to the values (x1, ..., xn).

We denote the symbolic path in STS by ch, as a finite suite of symbols and states which corresponds to an STS traverse and
modelling a composition scenario, such as: ch = l0 s0 l1 ... ln-1 sm ln. We call ACH (opi ) the symbolic path tree related to the
operation opi , which corresponds to the set of finite and non-empty symbolic paths of the STS, where the target of the last
transition ln corresponds to op_Rep(opi)(the response of opi ). Intuitively ACH (opi ) refers to the potential scenarios of use
of the operation opi . We denote CAN(ACH) an extension of ACH which models both correct and incorrect behaviours. Called
canonical tester, CAN(ACH) can be used to detect any non–conformant execution of the implementation and that we will
consider in more detail later (section V).

2.2 Black and White box Views of Composite Web Service
The main contribution of this work is to propose an approach for QoS testing of Web service composition.

Traditionally, there are two testing approaches: white box and black box. With white box testing, we can observe internal logic
and interaction processes associated to the composite Web services. Composite Web service can be also considered as black
box component from which we can only observe external messages. Other messages information, as the composition internal
code are unknown.

Compared to white box testing, the black box lack box testing is particularly important on Clouds where Web service provider
need to make private the source code they develop, say for confidentiality reasons and so do not allow extracting the observable
reactions of a composition under test. In those situations, black box testing becomes the primary choice for Web service
composition testing.
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The only available details, for our approach, are the STS specification and the Web services interface, given in WSDL files. So,
the Web service definition, given below, describes the available operations, the parameters and response types.

Definition 2 - WS
A Web service WS is a component which can be called with a set of operations OP (WS)= {op1, ...,opk}. Each opi is defined by
the relation opi : from (opi ) → to (opi ) with from (opi ) = (param1, ..., paramm) and to (opi ) = (resp1, ..., respn ), where  (param1,
..., paramm ) is the parameter type list and (resp1, ..., respn ) is the response type list. For an operation op, we define P(op) the set
of parameter value lists that op can handle,

(p1, ..., pm) | pi is a value
whose type is parami⎩

⎨
⎧

⎬
⎭

⎫
P(op) =

The set of response lists , denoted R (op) is expressed with
(r1, ..., rn) | rj is a value
whose type is respj⎩

⎨
⎧

⎬
⎭

⎫
R (op) = ∪  {r | r is a SOAP fault} ∪ {τ}. τ

models an empty response(or no response).

This definition allows to set the Web Service communication semantic. An operation call is denoted by the transition (l, l′, “?
op_req (from (opi ))”ϕ, ρ) with the guard describing the parameter values used to call opi . A response receipt is modeled by a
transition (l, l′, “! op_req (to (opi ))”ϕ, ρ) with ρ the assignment of the response values to interval variable in Var.

Figure 1. “Product Retriever” specification
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The specification example, given in Figure 1, describes a case study of WebMov project named Product Retriever.

This case study exposes composite Web service from an orchestration view that allows users to automate part of the purchasing
process. The “Product Retriever” is accessible through the operation getProductReq and has 4 partner services, named
PurchaseService, AmazonFR, AmazonUK and CurrencyExchange that its overview behaviour is described as
following:

1) Receives a request from the client with the user identifier (id) and the searched product (p).

2) Contacts the PurchaseService partner to obtain the list of authorized providers for that user. In a case where there is no
authorized provider (b1! = true), an announcement will be sent to the client by a fault message response.

3) Depending on the authorized provider result, the P1 process contacts either the AmazonFR partner or the P2 process which
calls the AmazonUK service to search a product and then exchanges its price information using the Currency Exchange Partner.

4) Returns to the client the product information and the name of the provider where the product was found and a link to where
it can be ordered. For readability reason, some parameters are not included in this example.

3. Related Work

Several papers on Web service testing have been proposed. Some of them dealing with Black box testing are described below.

In [1], the authors test the interoperability between Web services. They propose to augment the WSDL description with a PSM
(Protocol State Machine) diagram which models the possible interactions between the service and a client. Test cases are then
generated from the PSM. The method in [8] discuss a technique of Web Services performance assessment taking out of the
network delays. The main focus in [9] is on analyzing exception propagation and performance as the major factors affecting fault
tolerance. In [10], Web service robustness is tested by performing mutations on the request messages and by analyzing the
obtained responses.

Other works consider Web services compositions, expressed by the UML or the BPEL languages or by STSs, describe the
global system functioning by showing intern interactions between services. In [3] authors present an automatic conformance
testing tool which takes a TEFSM specification, modelling a Web service composition. Test purposes are used to generate test
cases. A model-based blackbox testing approach is presented in [5]. It adapts the rulebased algorithm of the test case generation
described in [7]. This algorithm consists of a simultaneous traversal of the modified execution tree and of a test purpose defined
as selected finite paths of the tree. In [2], the authors have formally analyzed the parallel composition of two components based
on the ioco relation, which are modelled with LTSs.

Compared to these works, we propose a suitable and welladapted method for the composition context which takes into account
potential scenarios of use for each Web service operation participating into the composition. First, we produce by means of a
symbolic execution tree a sub-specification per operation. From each sub-specification we define a canonical tester, as a
completed sub-specification which aims to analyze the implementation. Then, to check QoS property, we augment the canonical
tester using Nomad rules. Finally, by recomposing traces, we check whether the implementation is ioco conform to its specification.

4. QOS Testing

4.1 QoS parameters
QoS for Web services represents the non-functional aspects of the service being provided to the Web service users. A wide
variety of QoS parameters for Web services can be applied in our testing method. For the sake of our experiments, we will
consider two QoS attributes:

- Response time (RT): is the time a service takes to respond to the client request. This attribute is measured at the client side and
represents the difference between time of sending the request and the time of receiving an answer.

- Availability: the probability that the service is accessible (available for use)

Thereby, defining set of formal rules, sounds very interesting, to check QoS parameters. These ones will be synchronized later
with the canonical tester (Section V-C).
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4.2 QoS rules
We introduce, in this section, some QoS rules that allow QoS testing in presence of requests with invalid or random inputs. We
base our choice on Nomad (Non atomic actions and deadlines) language because it is well suited to specify which actions are
permitted or forbidden in a given situation and is able to take into account response delays. The Nomad language definition can
be found in [4].

The first rule concerns the Availability. This is expressed in the Nomad language by R1. This rule means that if an inputRequest
is “done” then it is obligatory (O) to obtain a response OutputResponseWS.

R1  ↔  O (Start (OutputResponseWS (r)))  |
done (inputRequest(Spec (op)))

Where:

• OutputResponseWS(r) is an operation response

• InputRequest models the Web Service operation call where Spec(op) gathers the specification values used with the operation
op and V is composed of random values and specific ones well-known for relieving bugs for each classical type. For instance,
Figure 2 depicts the V(String) set which gathers different values for “String” type.

<type id = "String">
<val value = null/>
<val value = "" />
<val value = "" />
<val value = "$" />
<val value = "*" />
<val value = "&" />

          <val value = "hello" />
<val value = RANDOM" />
<!--a random String-->
<val value = RANDOM(8096)" />

</type>

Figure 2. Values of the String type(V(String))

R2 is related to Response time. It concerns the receipt of a SOAP response before Tmax delay. If quiescence is observed after a
Tmax delay while invoking an operation, we can consider that R2 is not satisfied. This rule can be written in Nomad with:

R2  ↔  O (Start (OutputResponseWS (r)))    |   O  <= −Tmax
done (inputRequest (Spec (op)))

The given rules allow to test availability and response time parameters. In the following, we define our testing methodology.

5. Testing Methodology

This paper proposes an approach whose basis is to automatically test QoS for Web service operations included in the composition
by taking into account potential scenarios of use for each operation. The testing methodology is summarized in Figure 3.

First, we consider an STS specification as an entry which models the composite Web service behaviour. From this specification
we automaticlly derive symbolic execution tree which characterizes the execution paths followed during the symbolic execution.

Therefore, we decompose the symbolic execution tree into a sub-specifcation per operation which aims to target the test of some
implementation parts in order to allowing the tester to differentiate operations behaviours. There are three main steps to follow:

1. Transformation of STS to symbolic execution tree ACH.
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Figure 3. Testing methodology

2. Decomposition of ACH per operation.

3. Extraction of the sub-tree related for each operation

ACH(op) that characterizes the execution paths followed during the operation invocation. From each sub-specification we
define a canonical tester CAN(ACH) as a completed subspecification with incorrect behaviours which aims to analyze the
implementation traces to detect faults.

Then, we complete the canonical tester with QoS rules. Thereby, test cases are generated and each test case is decomposed with
respect to the operation invocation scenario. Then, all operations are called by means of a tester which simulates a service
calling another service. While the test case execution, we recompose trace (IUT (opi )) to check whether the ioco relation is
satisfied.

5.1 STS to Symbolic Execution Tree
The first step consists in symbolically executing the STS representing the Web service composition [7]. This transformation
allows us to represent all behaviours in a symbolic execution tree.

From the STS specification S, we generate a symbolic execution tree ACH where each path from this tree corresponds to possible
execution in the composition. First, we consider symbolic state η as a structure allowing to store information about symbolic
behaviour. η is a triplet (li ,πi ,σi) where :

- li represent the actual state (used as a counter),

- σi is a symbolic value associated to a state variables of the specification,

- πi  is called a path condition.

The root of the tree ACH is formed by a symbolic state η0 = (λ0, true, σi), where l0  is the initial state of S, the path condition is
initialized to true since there is no condition on variables and σ0 is arbitrary initialized. For each transition t = (li, lj, s, ϕ, ρ) ∈ S,
there is a single symbolic transition denoted st = (η, sa,η ′) ∈ ACH. According to the form of symbols:

!op(t) then sa = !op(σ (t)) and η ′ = (l′, π  ∧ σ (ϕ), σ ο ρ)
? op or ! op or τ then sa = s and η ′ = (l′, π  ∧ σ (ϕ), σ ο ρ)
?op(x) then sa = ? op(z) and η ′ = (l′, π  ∧ σ (ϕ), (σ ο [x → z]ο ρ))⎩

⎨
⎧

For each symbolic transition st, symbolic actions sa are calculated from symbols s_Time. The following symbolic state η ′ is
calculated. It consists of the target state of the transition l′, the path condition which is updated when the transition has a guard
(π  ∧ σ (ϕ)). Thus, tree paths are successively generated by repeating the same process until there is no transition state or a
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Figure 4. Symbolic execution tree correspending to Product Retreiver
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constraint that can be end the tree construction. We suppose that all operations have unique signatures (operation name and
parameter types). Thus we rename the itemSearch operation of the WS2 Web service with WS2itemSearch and also the itemSearch
operation of the WS2 Web service with WS2itemSearch.

To illustrate the construction of a symbolic execution tree, we consider the example Product Retreiver and its corresponding
symbolic execution tree depicted in Figure 4.

5.2 Decomposition per Operation
Figure 5 shows an algorithm that decomposes the symbolic execution tree (ACH) into a useful sub-specifcation per operation
(ACH (opi)).

Main
{ For each opi ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ WS do
ACH(opi). add(l0)
find PathOP(ACH(opi), l0, opRep(opi), ACH)}
Function findPathsOp(ACH : in/out, current : in,
Ftransition : in, ACH:in)
Begin
For each statei successor(current) do
     if (current.transition = Ftransition) then
            ACH.add(statei)
            exit()
else findPathsOP(ACH.add(statei), statei, Ftransition, ACH)
End

Figure 5. Algorithm-FindPaths

Figure 6. ACH(WS2itemSearch)

As we said previously, the main objective of this decomposition is to target the test for a specific operation. Our algorithm
requires a tree (ACH) and an operation response opRep(opi ) as inputs, and it recursively find paths leading to opRep(opi ) in
order to construct ACH(opi). This algorithm is achieved in regards to the dependency between the services participating in the
composition and guarantee that we wrote tests that cover all possible paths of the execution. Figure 6 shows paths tree of
WS2itemSearch. Therefore, to monitor the QoS and detect violation of Nomad rules cases, we propose to build a canonical tester
CAN(ACH) for each subspecification.

?getProductReq(id,p)

?AuthReq(id)

?AuthRep(r1,b1)

?WS2itemSearchReq(p)

?WS2itemSearchReq(r2, price1, c1)

init

η1

η2

η3

η4

η6

ACH(WS2itemSearch)
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Figure 7. CAN (ACH (WS2itemSearch))

5.3 Canonical Tester for QoS Tesing
The canonical tester is often based on the conformance relation that aims to test the implementations and find whether they are
conforming to the specification. A canonical tester CAN(ACH) is itself an STS specification which can be generated from the
ACH sub-specification where CAN(ACH) = <LCAN , l0CAN, VarCAN, var0CAN, ICAN, SCAN →CAN> such that:

(1) It is action is the mirror of that of ACH : SCAN_I = SACH_O and SACH_O = SACH_I

(2) New transitions leading to Fail are added to model the receipt of unspecified responses or quiescence. The solid lines given
in Figure 7 shows the canonical tester associated to ACH(WS2itemSerach) (illustrated in Figure 6).

To test QoS, Can(ACH) is also augmented with QoS rules (R1 and R2) which are translated to transitions leading to Fail verdict
since they model the non-satisfaction of rules. Each transition is composed of an operation invocation with a specific guard
models a restriction derived from rules.

(1) corresponds to the R1 rule and (2) corresponds to the R2 rule. Building the canonical tester is an intermediate step before
conformance testing. In this paper, the conformance relation is defined using ioco. We explicit this below.
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5.4 The ioco Relation
For sake of simplicity, we only give the outline of ioco testing. A complete definition can be found in [11]. The ioco relation is
designed to express the conformance of implementations to their specifications and is dedicated for functional black box testing
of systems with inputs and output. We denote trace as an execution trace, representing the observed reaction (output actions
or the passage of time).

− trace(IUT(opi)), is the observer behaviour od the IUT for the opi operation,
− traceFail, is a set of trace leading fo Fail,
− trace

Fail
 (CAN(ACH(op

i
))), is a trace

Fail
 associated to CAN(ACH(op

i
))⎩

⎨
⎧

The ioco corresponds to suspension trace inclusion relation: IUT(opi) ioco ACH(opi) ⇔ trace(IUT(opi)) ∩ traceFail
(CAN(ACH(opi))) = φ.

More intuitively: an implementation under test IUT for an operation opi conforms to a sub-specification ACH(opi) if the trace of
the implementation are not included on the trace related to CAN(ACH(opi)) that leading to one of its Fail states. To execute
IUT(opi), we need to execute test cases set of CAN(ACH(opi)) denoted TC (CAN(ACH(opi))), which allowing to detect
conformance errors.

5.5 Test case generation and execution
Test cases are defined by dedicated STS finished by states labelled by pass or fail verdict. Intuitively, when pass is reached
during the test case execution, the test case has been completely executed on the implementation with success and the QoS is
approved. Fail is reached otherwise.

To avoid the state space explosion problem, test generation from STSs is combined with an on-the-fly execution of the test
cases. The execution of a test case TC (CAN(ACH(opi))), on an implementation IUT(opi), is modelled as a composition of
processes. Formally, this execution of a test case TC on an implementation IUT is modelled by the parallel composition of TC
with IUT denoted IUT  || TC . This one must be executed synchronously on common actions where Traces(IUT  ||TC) =
STraces(IUT)  ∩ Traces(TC) .

We have experimented our methodology with success on the Product Retriever Web service. From an initial set of sixty test
cases, a violation of QoS related to Response time, has been detected in two test cases for getExchange operation.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new QoS testing method for Web services composition by using Symbolic Systems. To differentiate
operations behaviours, the specification is decomposed into a set of sub- specifications per operation. Then, a canonical tester
is defined as a completed subspecification with QoS parameters. Finally, specific values are injected into the test cases to test
their conformance against the IUT using the ioco relation. Our methodology has been experimented with success on the Product
Retriever Web service.

Several issues remain open, such as the system security improvement. For instance, one important aspect of the approach is that
it can be used for more rules such as integration, DOS attacks and SQL/ XML injection.
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